“Once Upon a Time” homework
Dear Children and Adults,
This term’s homework is led by our creative curriculum in an effort to develop your own
preferred learning style and methods of presentation. We aim for you to become more
independent learners, improve your research and communication skills and engage your
whole family with your experience of school. You will be given several questions to
research the answer to each half term. We expect all homework to be of a high standard.
We expect it to show effort and pride. Please support us by giving the homework sent a
high profile from you at home too. We expect it to be done and handed in on the date
due!

READING
We would like all children to be reading at home every
day for 15 minutes. Please ask your child questions
about the text or ask them to talk to you about what they
have read.

SPELLING
Each week you will be given a list of
words to spell. Please learn these as
we will be tested on them the
following Friday.

MATHS
You need to practice your number bonds to 10 and 20 (addition and subtraction facts), doubles to 10
/20 and the related halves. You should also rehearse counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s.

TOPIC WORDS
Do you know what these mean and how to
write them?
fairy tale
castle
dragon
giant
knight
king
queen
shield
jester
banquet

WRITING
We are focusing on teaching the children how
to write stories this half term, with a focus on
adjectives. Please encourage the children to
write their own or familiar stories at home.
Remember
you
can
complete each task in
whichever way you wish.
You could complete it
through posters, art work,
movies, written poems,
stories and PowerPoints.
We look forward to seeing
your final projects.

YEAR GROUP
1
DATE SET
19th November
2020
DATE DUE
13th December
2020

Homework Questions for Y1: Autumn Term 2 2020
Topic – Once Upon a Time
Task 1
Notes

Is this material absorbent?
We have been learning about a range of materials and looking at
materials which are absorbent. Can you find items in your house
and work out if they are absorbent or not.

Task 2

Collage

Notes

We have been creating a dress fit for Cinderella to wear for her ball.
Could you create a collage for the ugly sisters or an outfit for a
different character of your choice?

Task 3

Instructions

Notes

We have been looking at instructions during our English lessons. Can
you use your instructions of how to wash your hands properly and
teach a member of your family?
Can you find other instructions while you are out and about? Do
they have the same features? Can you follow them easily? Can you
create your own set of instructions for something else at home and
bring them in to see if we can follow them?

Task 4

Festivals & Celebrations

Notes

During RE we have been looking at the Christmas story and why
people give each other presents at Christmas.

Task 5

Fairy Ball

Notes

We will be having our very own Fairy Ball at the end of this term.
Can you create and design your own invitation to send to all your
friends to attend.

